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A computational proof of the linear Arithmetic Fundamental Lemma of GL4
QIRUI LI
ABSTRACT. Let K/F be an unramified quadratic extension of non-Archimedian local fields with
residue character not equals to 2. We prove the linear Arithmetic Fundamental Lemma for GL4
with the unit element in the spherical Hecke Algebra, using the formula in [Li18]. In this article, all
measures are normalized by its hyperspecial subgroup.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The consideration of the linear Arithmetic Fundamental Lemma(linear AFL) originates from
Zhang’s Relative trace Formula approach to the arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad (arithmetic GGP)
conjecture( [Zha12]). The linear AFL is an arithmetic version of Jacquet-Guo’s Fundamental
Lemma(Jacquet-Guo’s FL) [Guo96].
We introduce the linear AFL in details. Let E/L, L/F be quadratic etale extensions of non-
Archimedean local field, pi the uniformizer of OF and h a positive integer. Let G2h = GL2h(F ),
and consider Hh = GLh(L) as a subgroup of G2h induced by choosing an F-isomorphism F
2h ∼=
Lh. Choose a double coset in Hh\G2h/Hh and let g ∈ G2h be a representative. Let f be a spherical
Hecke function on G2h. We define the relative orbital integral by
(1.1) OrbL(f, g, s) :=
∫
Hh×Hh/I(g)
f(u−11 gu2)ηE/L(u2)
∣∣∣u1u2(u1u2)−1∣∣∣s
F
du1du2.
Here ηE/L is the quadratic character for E/L and by ηE/L(u) and |u|F we mean ηE/L(det(u)) and
| detu|F . For a ∈ L, if L is a field, we define |a|F = |a|
1
2
L and a is the conjugate of a. If L = F×F ,
we define |a|F = |a1|F and (a1, a2) = (a2, a1) for a = (a1, a2). Subgroup I(g) is defined by
I(g) = {(h1, h2) ∈ Hh ×Hh|h1g = gh2}.
For each double coset inHh\G2h/Hh , we associate a degree h polynomial overF to it and called
it the invariant polynomial. For some element γ ∈ GL2h(F ), its invariant polynomial Pγ could
1
match to some element in a division algebra, which give rise to intersection numbers Int(f, γ) in
the Lubin-Tate space. The linear AFL is the following statement. If f is an element in Spherical
Hecke algebra, L = F × F , K/F is an unramified quadratic extension and E = K ×K, then
(1.2) ± (2 ln q)−1
d
ds
∣∣∣
s=0
OrbL(f, γ, s) = Int(f, γ).
The left-hand side of (1.2) is known as the analytic side(AS) and the right-hand side is known as
the arithmetic-geometric side(GS). In this article, we prove the following result by computation.
Theorem 1.1. The equation (1.2) holds for h = 2 if f is the characteristic function for GL4(OF ).
We prove the Theorem by straightforward computation. In Section §6, we compute the analytic
side. In Section §5, we compute the arithmetic-geometric side by the formula in [Li18].
1.1. Several Remarks. Section §2.2 gives another way to state Guo’s work in [Guo96]. We define
orbital integral for all quadratic etale extensions. Nevertheless, this article only uses the case of
L = K and L = F ×F . The Lemma 3.3 can be essentially deduced by applying Weyl Integration
Formula and reduction formula of Guo’s Proposition 2.1 in [Guo96]. This paper proves linear AFL
for unit Hecke function for h = 2, the method of computing intersection numbers, works for all
prime h with vF (γ) non-integer. Section §5 provides an algorithm for computing those cases.
2. THE ARITHMETIC-GEOMETRIC SIDE
In this section, we compute the arithmetic-geometric side by the following formula in [Li18].
(2.1) Int(f, γ) =
ǫF,2h
ǫ
2
K,h
∫
GL2h(F )
f(g)
∣∣∣Res(Pγ, Pg)∣∣∣−1
F
dg.
Here K/F is unramified quadratic extension. The constant ǫF,2h and ǫK,h are relative volumn of
invertible matrices in gl2h(OF ) and glh(OK) respectively. By Res(Pγ, Pg) we mean the resultant
of Pγ and Pg. The polynomial Pg is the invariant polynomial which we defined as following.
Let G2h = GL2h(F ) and Hh = GLh(K). An OF−isomorphism τ : O
h
K
∼= O2hF give rise to an
embedding Hh → G2h. LetM =
(
τ τ
)
∈ GL2h(OK), the elementM
−1gM is of the form
(2.2) M−1gM =
(
g+ g−
g− g+
)
for some g+, g− ∈ GLh(K). For our convenience, we use subindexed symbols g+,g− to denote the
corresponding blocks inM−1gM as (2.2). If g+ is invertible, use g# to denote
g# = g
−1
+ g−.
The subgroup Hh is cut out by g− = 0. By an abuse of notation, we use g for M
−1gM and treat
it as an element inM−1G2hM ⊂ GL2h(K). For any g ∈ G2h such that g+ is invertible, we define
its invariant polynomial Pg by the characteristic polynomial of (1− g#g#)
−1
as an element in
GLh(K). This definition is well-defined on a Zaiski-dense subset and extends to all elements of
G2h(See Definition 1.2 of [Li18]). Therefore
(2.3) Res(Pγ, Pg) = det
(
Pγ
(
(1− g#g#)
−1)) .
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For monic polynomials P = Pγ or Pg, we define the unnormalized invariant polynomial p(x) =
pγ(x) or pg(x) by the product of (x−1+λ
−1) for λ run through roots of P . Furthremore, We have
(2.4) P
(
(1− x)−1
)
=
p(x)
p(1)(1− x)h
.
For any matrixM , by |M |F we mean | det(M)|F . From now on, we fix p(x) to be the unormalized
invariant polynomial for Pγ , therefore we can write
(2.5) Int(f, γ) =
ǫF,2h
ǫ
2
K,h
∫
GL2h(F )
f(g)|p(1)|F |1− g#g#|
h
F |p(g#g#)|
−1
F dg.
Lemma 2.1. For any smooth compact supported function f on GL2h(F ), define
(2.6) φf(g#) =
∫
GLh(K)
f
((
g+
g+
)(
1 g#
g# 1
))
dg+dg+.
Then
(2.7)
ǫF,2h
ǫ
2
K,h
∫
GL2h(F )
f(g)dg =
∫
GLh(K)
φf(g#)
|g#g#|
h
F
|1− g#g#|
2h
F
dg#dg#
Proof. Let dg,dg+ and dg− be Haar measures of GL2h(F ) and GLh(K) normalized by their hy-
perspecial subgroups. The normalized Haar measure for additive group gl2h(F ) is given by
ǫF,2h|g|
2h
F dg.
The Haar measure of glh(K) normalized by glh(OK) is given by
ǫK,h|g+g+|
h
Fdg+dg+; resp. ǫK,h|g−g−|
h
Fdg−dg−.
Since the Lie algebra naturally decomposes gl2h(OF )
∼= glh(OK)⊕ glh(OK), we have
ǫF,2h|g|
2h
F dg = ǫ
2
K,h|g+g+g−g−|
h
Fdg+dg+dg−dg−.
Notice that det(g) = det(g+g+) det(1− g#g#) for g ∈ GL2h(F ), therefore
ǫF,2h
ǫ
2
K,h
dg =
|g+g+g−g−|
h
F
|(g+g+)(1− g#g#)|
2h
F
dg+dg−dg+dg− =
|g#g#|
h
F
|1− g#g#|
2h
F
dg+dg+dg#dg#.
we may write our integration as∫
GLh(K)×GLh(K)
f
((
g+
g+
)(
1 g#
g# 1
))
|g#g#|
h
F
|1− g#g#|
2h
F
dg+dg+dg#dg#.
Therefore the Lemma follows. 
We calculate Int(f, γ) when f is the characteristic function of GL2h(OF ). In this case f(g) =
1 is equivalent to g+, g− ∈ GLh(OK). So we can replace f by the characterisitc function of
GL2h(OK). Apply Lemma 2.1 to (2.5) we can write
(2.8) Int(f, γ) = |pγ(1)|F
∫
GLh(K)
φ(g#) |pγ(g#g#)|
−1
F
∣∣∣∣ g#g#1− g#g#
∣∣∣∣h
F
dg#dg#.
Here φ(g#) is defined by (2.6) with f the characteristic function of GL2h(OF ).
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2.1. Properties of pγ . In our application, Pγ is an invariant polynomial for an orbit of a division
algebraD. Let γ2# be a root for pγ so the field T = F [γ
2
#] is the splitting field of Pγ and pγ . In this
paper, we use the fact that the field T does not contains K as a subfield and the valuation vT (γ
2
#)
is an odd integer. Let λ1, · · · , λh be eigenvalues of g#g#. We have
(2.9) |pγ(g#g#)|F =
h∏
i=1
∣∣λi − γ2#∣∣T
In this paper, we fix
r = vF (γ
2
#)
which is equivalent to |γ2#|T = q
−hr. In this paper, we only consider the case for h = 2, but our
method works for all prime h with r not an integer, we have
Lemma 2.2. If h is a prime and r is not an integer, we have
|γ2# − λ|T = max{|γ
2
#|T , |λ|T}
Proof. By triangle inequality, this is true if |λ|T 6= |γ
2
#|T . Otherwise If |λ|T = q
−hr, let n = F [λ],
we have |NmF [λ]/F (λ)|T = q
−nhr therefore nhr is divisible by h because NmF [λ]/F (λ) ∈ F . Since
λ is an eigenvalue of g#g#, n ≤ h. But hr is coprime to h, this implies n = h. The Galois orbit of
λ is all eigenvalues of g#g#. Therefore
q−h
2r = |NmF [λ]/F (λ)|T = |g#g#|T = |g#g#|
h
F
But since K/F is unramified, | det(g#)|F = q
a for some integer a, this implies if |g#g#| = q
−hr
then hr must be an even number. This Contradiction implies |λ|T 6= q
−hr. 
Therefore, in this case, by equation (2.9) we have
|pγ(g#g#)|F =
h∏
i=1
max{q−hr, |λi|
h
F}
This implies the following Lemma
Lemma 2.3. If h is a prime and r is not an integer, g# ∈ GLa(K) then
• If all eigenvalues λ of g#g# has vF (λ) > r, then |pγ(g#g#)|F = q
−rah
• If all eigenvalues λ of g#g# has vF (λ) ≤ r, then |pγ(g#g#)|F = |g#g#|T = |g#g#|
h
F
2.2. Properties of the function φ(g#). To further simplify the equation (2.8), we discuss several
properties of φ. Since the integrand in (2.6) does not vanish when g# is in the following subset
S =
{
g# ∈ GLh(K) :
(
k+
k+
)(
1 g#
g# 1
)
∈ GL2h(OK) for some k ∈ Hh
}
.
For any logic expression p, we define
1[p] =

1 if p is True.
0 if p is False.
.
We found φ(g#) = 1[g# ∈ S]. For any two positive volumn subset U, V ofK
h, denote the relative
volumn by
[U : V ] := Vol(U)/Vol(V ).
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We denote Oh := OhK ⊂ K
h. For any element g# ∈ GLh(K), define
||g#|| =
[
g#O
h + Oh : Oh
]
In the following, we abbreviate the symbol |k|K as |k|. Note that |k| = |kk|F = [O
h : kOh].
Lemma 2.4. There exists k ∈ glh(OK), such that |k|
−1 = ||g#|| and kg# ∈ glh(OK)
Proof. Let k be an element such that
k(g#O
h + Oh) = Oh
Then k(Oh) ⊂ Oh so k ∈ glh(OK) and
(kg#)O
h = kg#O
h ⊂ Oh + kOh = Oh.
So kg# ∈ glh(OK). Furthermore,
|k|−1 =
[
g#O
h + Oh : k
(
g#O
h + Oh
)]
= [g#O
h + Oh : Oh] = ||g#||.
This proves the lemma. 
Proposition 2.5. We have
||g#||||g#|| ≥ |1− g#g#|.
The equality holds if and only if g# ∈ S.
Proof. Let k ∈ glh(K) such that kg# ∈ glh(OK) and |k|
−1 = ||g#||. Note that(
1 g#
g# 1
)
O
2h + O2h =
(
g#
g#
)
O
2h + O2h = (g#O+ O)⊕ (g#O+ O).
Therefore we have ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣( 1 g#g# 1
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = ||g#||||g#|| = |kk|−1.
Note that (
k
k
)(
1 g#
g# 1
)
=
(
k kg#
kg# k
)
∈ gl2n(OK).
We have
1 ≥ |kk(1− g#g#)| = ||g#||
−1||g#||
−1|1− g#g#|.
The equality holds if and only if (
k kg#
kg# k
)
∈ GL2n(OK),
where this is equivalent to g# ∈ S. 
Remark 2.6. We can also write g ∈ S if and only if ||g#|| = |1− g#g#|F
Proposition 2.7. If g# ∈ S, then g
−1
# ∈ S.
Proof. Note that
||g−1# || = [g
−1
# O
h + Oh : Oh] = |g−1# |K [O
h + g#O
h : Oh] = |g−1# |K ||g#||.
Therefore,
||g−1# ||||g
−1
# || = ||g#||||g#|||g#g#|
−1
K .
On the other hand,
|1− g−1# g
−1
# |K = |g#g#|
−1
K |g#g# − 1|.
Therefore
||g−1# ||||g
−1
# || = |1− g
−1
# g
−1
# |K .
Then the proposition follows. 
From now on, we use subindex φh for the function φ defined on GLh(K). Define
S<xh,a = {g ∈ GLh(K), there are a many eigenvalues of gg that has valuation less than x}.
Similarly we define the set S≤xh,a, S
>x
h,a, S
≥0
h,a. If a = h, we omit a. Let 1
<x
h,a, 1
≤x
h,a, 1
>x
h,a, 1
≥0
h,a be
corresponding characteristic functions.
Proposition 2.8. We have
1
≥0
h (xx)φ(x) = 1 [x ∈ gln(OK) and 1− xx ∈ GLh(OK)] .
Proof. 1
≥0
h (xx) = 1 implies all eigenvalues of xx are integers, therefore |1 − xx| ≤ 1. Then
φ(x) = 1 if and only if
||x||||x|| = |1− xx|F ≤ 1.
Since ||x||||x|| ≥ 1. So ||x|| = |1−xx|F = 1. Therefore ||x|| = 1 implies xO ⊂ O so x ∈ glh(OK)
and therefore 1−xx ∈ glh(OK). Since |1−xx| = 1, we have 1−xx ∈ GLh(OK). On the countary,
if 1− xx ∈ GLh(OK) and x ∈ glh(OK) we have both
|1− xx| = 1 = ||x||||x||.
Therefore φ(x) = 1 and 1≥0h (xx) = 1. 
Corollary 2.9. If 1
≤0
h (xx)φ(x) = 1, then
|xx|F = |1− xx|F
.
Proof. Since φ(x) = φ(x−1), we have 1≥0h (x
−1x−1)φ(x−1) = 1, this implies |1 − (xx)−1|F = 1
therefore |xx|F = |1− xx|F . 
Theorem 2.10. Let a ∈ GLh(K) and c ∈ GLm(K). We have∫
φh+m
(
a b
c
)
db = |1− aa|mF |1− cc|
h
Fφh(a)φm(c)
Proof. Let
R = aOh ⊕ cOm.
Then∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(a bcc
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = [(1 b1
)
R+ Oh+m : Oh+m
]
=
[(
1 b
1
)
R : Oh+m ∩
(
1 b
1
)
R
]
= |a||c|I(b)−1,
where
I(b) := Vol
((
1 −b
1
)
O
h+m ∩ R
)
=
∫
Om
∫
Oh
1
[(
v1 − bv2
v2
)
∈ R
]
dv1dv2.
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The integrand is not vanishing if v1 − bv2 ∈ aO
h and v2 ∈ cO
m therefore we can write it into
(2.10) I(b) =
∫
Om
∫
Oh
1
[
v1 − bv2 ∈ aO
h
]
1 [v2 ∈ cO
m] dv1dv2.
Note that ∫
Oh
1
[
v1 − bv2 ∈ aO
h
]
dv1 = Vol(O
h ∩ aOh)1
[
bv2 ∈ aO
h + Oh
]
,
the equation (2.10) can be write into
I(b) = Vol(Oh ∩ aOh)
∫
Om
1
[
bv2 ∈ aO
h + Oh
]
1 [v2 ∈ cO
m] dv2.
Since 1[bv2 ∈ aO
h + Oh] ≤ 1, we have
I(b) ≤ Vol(Oh ∩ aOh)
∫
Om
1 [v2 ∈ cO
m] dv2 = I(0).
The equality holds if and only if b(cOm ∩ Om) ⊂ aOh + Oh. Therefore,∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(a bcc
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = Vol(R)I(b) ≥ Vol(R)I(0) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(a c
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = ||a||||c||.
The equality holds if and only if b(cOm ∩ Om) ⊂ aOh + Oh. Therefore
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(a bcc
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(a bcc
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ||a||||a||||c||||c|| ≥ |1− aa||1− cc| = ∣∣∣∣1−(a bcc
)(
a bc
c
)∣∣∣∣ .
The equality holds if and only if b(cOm ∩ Om) ⊂ aOh + Oh and φ(a) = φ(c) = 1, therefore
J(a, c) :=
∫
φh+m
(
a bc
c
)
db = φ(a)φ(c)
∫
1[b(cOm ∩ Om) ⊂ aOh + Oh]db.
Let c′, a′′ be elements such that c′Om = cOm ∩ Om, and a′′Oh = aOh + Oh. The integral now can
be written as
J(a, c) = φ(a)φ(c)
∫
1[a′′−1bc′ ∈Mh×m(OK)] = φ(a)φ(c)|a
′′|m|c′|−h
Note that
|a′′| = [a′′Oh : Oh] = [aOh + Oh : Oh] = ||a||
and
|c′|−1 = [Oh : c′Oh] = [Oh : cOh ∩ Oh] = |c|−1[cOh : cOh ∩ Oh] = ||c|||c|−1.
We have ∫
φh+m
(
a b
c
)
db = |c|h
∫
φh+m
(
a bc
c
)
db = ||a||m||c||hφ(a)φ(c).
Since φ(a)||a||m = φ(a)|1− aa|mF , the Theorem follows. 
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3. A REDUCTION FORMULA
To further simplify the integral in (2.8), we provide several reduction formula.
Lemma 3.1. For B ∈ GLn(K) such that
BB =
(
α
β
)
,
for α ∈ GLm(F ), β ∈ GLn−m(F ). Suppose furthermore the minimal polynomial pα(x) of α and
pβ(x) of β are coprime to each other, then
B =
(
u
v
)
for some u ∈ GLm(K) and v ∈ GLn−m(K).
Proof. Let r(x) and q(x) be polynomials such that pβ(x)r(x) + pα(x)q(x) = 1, we have
pβ(BB)r(BB) =
(
Im
0
)
.
Since BB ∈ GLn(F ) we have BB = BB so pβ(BB)r(BB) commutes with B, its kernel and
image are invariant subspaces forB, this impliesB must have the form as stated in the Lemma. 
Theorem 3.2. Let f be a compact supported smooth function such that f(g−1xg) = f(x) for any
g ∈ GLh(K), then we have∫
GLh(K)
f(x)1>mh,a (xx)1
≤m
h,h−a(xx)|x|
hdx =
∫
G′
F (x1, x2)1
>m
a (x1x1)1
≤m
h−a(x2x2)|x
a
1x
h
2 |dx1dx2.
where
F (x1, x2) =
∫
Ma×(h−a)(K)
f
(
x1 y
x2
)
dy; G′ = GLa(K)×GLh−a(K).
Proof. To prove this formula, note that the integrand is supported on the rigion
R = S>mh,a ∩ S
≤m
h,h−a
For any x ∈ R, there exists a matrix y such that
y−1xxy =
(
α
β
)
for some α ∈ GLa(F ), β ∈ GLh−a(F ).
here the valuations of eigenvalues for α is bigger thanm, and for β is no bigger thanm. Note that
this means the product of y−1xy and y−1xy is a block diagonal matrix. By Lemma 3.1, we have
y−1xy =
(
u
v
)
for some u ∈ GLa(K), v ∈ GLh−a(K).
Apply the Iwasawa decomposition we can write
y = y1y2 = y1
(
y11 y12
y22
)
with y1 ∈ GLh(OK), then we have the form
(3.1) y−11 xy1 = y2
(
u
v
)
y−12 =
(
u11 u12
u22
)
=: x′.
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Let Γ be the subgroup of the form
Γ(h, a) =
{(
u11 u12
u22
)∣∣∣∣ u11 ∈ GLa(K), u22 ∈ GLh−a(K)}
Then (3.1) suggests that every x ∈ R has a decomposition
(3.2) x = y1x
′y−11 =: g
−1γg
For some g ∈ GLh(OK) and γ ∈ Γ(h, a). But the choice of g for this decomposition is not unique.
All possible choice of g is a left-coset of GLh(OK) ∩ Γ(h, a). We denote
Gr(h, a) := GLh(OK) ∩ Γ(h, a)\GLh(OK)
and let [g] be the image of g in Gr(h, a). We choose a smooth section β : Gr(h, a) −→ GLh(OK)
and denote the image of it to be S. When we write [g] we assume g ∈ S. There is an injective map
α : Γ(h, a)×Gr(h, a) −→ GLh(K)
(γ, [g]) 7−→ g−1γg
Let R be the image of α. Let dp and dr be Haar measures on Gr(h, a) and Γ(h, a), normalized by
Gr(h, a) and Γ(h, a) ∩GLh(OK). We compute the Jacobian determinant of α, denote
i : Γ(h, a)×Gr(h, a) −→ GLh(K)
(γ, [g]) 7−→ γg
let i′, α′ be maps so the following diagram commutes
Γ(h, a)× S
i′
xxqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
α′
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
GLh(K) Γ(h, a)×Gr(h, a)
ioo
id×β
OO
α // GLh(K)
Maps id× β, i′ preserves the Haar measure. Consider the induced tangent space map at (g0, γ0)
(3.3)
Tγ0g0 TΓ,γ0 ⊕ TS,g0
di′oo dα
′
// Tg0−1γ0g0
d(γg) = γdg + (dγ)g (dγ, dg)✤oo ✤ // d(g−1γg) = −g−1(dg)g−1γg + g−1(dγ)g + g−1γdg
To give coordinates for these maps, take any X ∈ TΓ,e and Y ∈ TS,e. To move it to γ0, g0 by left
translation, we evaluate (3.3) by g 7→ g0, γ 7→ γ0, dγ 7→ γ0X, dg 7→ g0Y , the map is given by
γ0g0(Y + g
−1
0 Xg0) (γ0X, g0Y )
✤∼=oo ✤ // c0(−c
−1
0 Y c0 + g
−1
0 Xg0 + Y )
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here c0 = g
−1
0 h0g0. Identify all tangent spaces to the tangent space at identity by left translation,
we would like to calculate the determinenant of the map
φ : Te −→ Te
Y + g−10 Xg0 7−→ −c
−1
0 Y c0 + g
−1
0 Xg0 + Y
The linear operator φ has an invariant subspace R cut out by Y = 0.
R := g−10 TΓ,eg0 = Tg−10 Γg0,e
and φ|R = id. To calculate det(φ), consider another linear transformation
φ˜ : Te −→ Te
Z 7−→ −c−10 Zc0 + Z
Then R is also an invariant subspace of φ˜. Linear transformations φ and φ˜ agree on the quotient
space Te/R. Therefore
det(φ) =
det(φ˜)
det(φ˜|R)
.
To calculate det(φ˜), note that Te ⊗F K ∼= Te ⊕ Te. The base change map
φ˜⊗F K : Te ⊕ Te −→ Te ⊕ Te
(Z,Z) 7−→ (−c−10 Zc0 + Z,−c0
−1Zc0 + Z)
will have the same determinant overK. Let C(c0) denote the linear transformation of conjugation
Z 7→ c−10 Zc0, the matrix of φ˜⊗F K in coordinates (Z,Z) is given by(
1 −C(c0)
−C(c0) 1
)
The determinant of the above matrix only depends on the counjugacy class of c0 and invariant
under base change, without loss of generality, we may assume g0 = 1. Furthermore, since the set
of diagonalizable matrices is Zaiski dense, we may assume c0 is a diagonal matrix with diagonal
entries s1, s2, · · · , sa, sa+1, · · · , sh. Let
λi = sisi for 1 ≤ i ≤ h.
Let Eij denote the matrix with 1 on i’th row and j’th column and 0 elsewhere, then it is an eigen-
vector of C(c0c0) with eigenvalue λ
−1
i λj . Note that
R = TΓ,e = span{Eij : 1 ≤ i ≤ a or a < i, j ≤ h},
Te = span{Eij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ h}.
Therefore we have
det(φ˜) = det(1− C(c0c0)) =
∏
1≤i,j≤h
(1− λ−1i λj)
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det(φ˜|R) = det (1− C(c0c0)|R) =
∏
1≤i≤a
or
a<i,j≤h
(1− λ−1i λj)
Thereore we have
det(φ) =
det(φ˜)
det(φ˜|R)
=
∏
1≤j≤a<i≤h
(1− λ−1i λj) = det(x2)
−ares(x1, x2).
Therefore, we have
dx = |res(x1, x2)|F |x2|
−a
F dγdg.
Furthermore, dγ is a left-invariant Haar measure for Γ(h, a),
dγ = d
(
x1 y
x2
)
= d
((
x1
x2
)(
1 x−11 y
1
))
= |x1|
a−hdx1dx2dy.
Plug this in, we have
|x|hdx = |res(x1, x2)||x2|
h−a|x1|
adydg.
Let λ1, · · · , λa be eigenvalues of x1x1 and µ1, · · · , µh−a be eigenvalues of x2x2. We have
|res(x1x1, x2x2)|F =
a∏
k=1
h−a∏
j=1
|λk − µj|F
In above factors, |µj| > |λk| for any k, j, so |λk − µj|F = |µj|F , the above product equals to
|res(x1x1, x2x2)|F =
h−a∏
j=1
|µj|
a
F = |x2x2|
a
F
Therefore |x|hdx = |x2|
h|x1|
adydg. Since
∫
GLh(OK)
dg = 1, this Theorem follows. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Pa be complex-valued functions on GLa(K) for every a ∈ Z>0 with
• Ph(g
−1tg) = Ph(t) for any g, t ∈ GLh(K) and any integer h.
• Ph
(
x1
x2
)
= Pa(x1)Ph−a(x2) for any x1 ∈ GLa(K), x2 ∈ GLh−a(K)
Then for any r ∈ R, we can decompose∫
GLh(K)
φh(x)Ph(xx)dx =
h∑
i=0
Mh(i, r)Nh(h− i, r).
Where
Mh(i, r) =
∫
GLi(K)
φi(x)1
>r
i (xx)O(xx)dx
Nh(h− i, r) =
∫
GLh−i(K)
φh−i(x)1
≤r
h−i(xx)Q(xx)dx
with
O(xx) = Pi(xx)
∣∣∣∣1− xxxx
∣∣∣∣h−i
F
Q(xx) = Ph−i(xx) |1− xx|
i
F
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Proof. We can decompose the integral into
h∑
i=0
∫
GLh(K)
φh(x)1
>r
h,i(xx)1
≤r
h,h−i(xx)Ph(xx)dx =:
h∑
i=0
I(i)
Denote each summand by I(i). By Theorem 3.2, for G′ = GLi×GLh−i(K), I(i) equals to
(3.4)
∫
G′
F (x1, x2)1
>r
i (x1x1)1
≤r
h−i(x2x2)|x1x1|
i−h
F dx1dx2.
It remains to compute F (x1, x2). By Lemma 2.10, F (x1, x2) equals to∫
φh
(
x1 b
x2
)
Pi(x1)Ph−i(x2)db = |1− x1x1|
h−i
F |1− x2x2|
i
Fφi(x1)φh−i(x2)Pi(x1)Ph−i(x2)
Therefore the equation 3.4 become∫
G′
φi(x1)φh−i(x2)1
>r
i (x1x1)1
≤r
h−i(x2x2)|1−x1x1|
h−i
F |1−x2x2|
i
F |x1x1|
i−h
F Pi(x1)Ph−i(x2)dx1dx2.
Therefore we can decompose I(i) as a product
Mh(i, r) =
∫
GLi(K)
φi(x)1
>r
i (xx)Pi(xx)
∣∣∣∣1− xxxx
∣∣∣∣h−i
F
dx
and
Nh(h− i, r) =
∫
GLh−i(K)
φh−i(x)1
≤r
h−i(xx)Ph−i(xx)|1− xx|
i
Fdx.
The Lemma follows. 
4. SOME FORMULA OF INDUCTIVE COMPUTATION FOR INTERSECTION NUMBER
Now we are on the way to calculate (2.8). The following expressions would help calculation.
(4.1) A(a, r,X) =
∫
GLa(K)
φa(x)1
>r
a (xx)|xx|
a
FX
vK(x)dx
(4.2) B(a, r) =
∫
GLa(K)
φa(x)1
≤r
a (xx)|1− xx|
−a
F dx
(4.3) C(a, r,X) =
∫
GLa(K)
φa(x)1
≤r
a (xx)1
>0
a (xx)|1− xx|
−a
F X
vK(x)dx
Lemma 4.1. If f is the identity in the spherical Hecke Algebra, We have
(4.4) Int(f, γ) =
h∑
a=0
qrhaA(a, r, 1)B(h− a, r).
Proof. Using (2.8), and note that |pγ(1)|F = 1, we can write Int(f, γ) as
(4.5) Int(f, γ) =
∫
GLh(K)
φh(x)|pγ(xx)|
−1
F
∣∣∣∣ xx1− xx
∣∣∣∣h dx.
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Therefore we let
(4.6) Pa(xx) = |pγ(xx)|
−1
F
∣∣∣∣ xx1− xx
∣∣∣∣h
F
Apply Lemma 3.3, we can decompose (4.5) as
h∑
i=0
Mh(i, r)Nh(h− i, r).
Use the same notation O(xx), Q(xx) as in Lemma 3.3. With Pa(xx) in (4.6), We have
O(xx) = |pγ(xx)|
−1
F
∣∣∣∣ xx1− xx
∣∣∣∣h
F
∣∣∣∣1− xxxx
∣∣∣∣h−a
F
= |pγ(xx)|
−1
F
∣∣∣∣1− xxxx
∣∣∣∣−a
F
Q(xx) = |pγ(xx)|
−1
F
∣∣∣∣ xx1− xx
∣∣∣∣h
F
|1− xx|aF
By Lemma 2.3,
1
>r
a (xx)O(xx) = 1
>r
a (xx)q
rah
∣∣∣∣1− xxxx
∣∣∣∣−a
F
1
≤r
h−a(xx)Q(xx) = 1
≤r
h−a(xx) |1− xx|
a−h
F
Then note 1>ra (x1x1) = 1 implies det(1− x1x1) is a unit, therefore
1
>r
a (xx)O(xx) = 1
>r
a (xx)q
rah |xx|aF
This impliesMh(i, r) = q
rhiA(i, r, 1) and Nh(h− i, r) = B(h− i, r) This Lemma follows. 
Our next goal is to determine an algorithm for A(a, r,X) and B(a, r)
Lemma 4.2. We have
(4.7)
a∑
i=0
A(i, 0, 1)B(a− i, 0) =
a∏
i=1
1− q1−2i
1− q−2i
Proof. In Lemma 2.1, let f be the characteristic function of GL2h(OF ), we have
(4.8)
a∏
i=1
1− q1−2i
1− q−2i
=
ǫF,2h
ǫ
2
K,h
=
∫
GLh(K)
φ(x)
|xx|hF
|1− xx|2hF
dx.
Therefore we let
(4.9) Pa(xx) =
|xx|hF
|1− xx|2hF
Apply Lemma 3.3, we can decompose (4.8) as
h∑
i=0
Mh(i, 0)Nh(h− i, 0).
Use the same notation O(xx), Q(xx) as in Lemma 3.3. With Pa(xx) in (4.9), we have
O(xx) =
|xx|hF
|1− xx|2hF
∣∣∣∣1− xxxx
∣∣∣∣h−i
F
=
|xx|iF
|1− xx|i+hF
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Q(xx) =
|xx|hF
|1− xx|2hF
|1− xx|iF =
|xx|hF
|1− xx|2h−iF
Then note 1>0i (xx) = 1 implies 1− xx is a unit, Therefore,
1
>0
i (xx)φi(x)O(xx) = 1
>0
i (xx)φi(x) |xx|
i
F
If 1
≤0
h−i(xx) = 1, φh−i(x) = 1 by Lemma 2.9, |xx|F = |1− xx|F . This implies
1
≤0
h−i(xx)φh−i(x)Q(xx) = 1
≤0
h−i(xx)φh−i(x) |1− xx|
i−h
F
This impliesMh(i, 0) = A(i, 0, 1) and Nh(h− i, 0) = B(h− i, 0) This Lemma follows. 
Lemma 4.3. We have
(4.10) B(a, r) =
a∑
i=0
B(a− i, 0)C(i, r, q2(a−i)).
Proof. By definition
B(h, r) =
∫
GLh(K)
φh(x)1
≤r
h (xx)|1− xx|
−h
F dx
Let
(4.11) Pa(xx) = 1
≤r
a (xx)|1− xx|
−h
Apply Lemma 3.3, we can decompose B(h, r) as
h∑
i=0
Mh(i, 0)Nh(h− i, 0).
Use the same notation O(xx), Q(xx) as in Lemma 3.3. With Pa(xx) in (4.11),
O(xx) = 1≤ri (xx)|1− xx|
−h
∣∣∣∣1− xxxx
∣∣∣∣h−i
F
= 1≤ri (xx)|1− xx|
−i|xx|i−hF
Q(xx) = 1≤rh−i(xx)|1− xx|
−h|1− xx|iF = 1
≤r
h−i(xx)|1− xx|
i−h
Note that |x1x1|
i−h
F = q
(2h−2i)vK(x1) This implies Mh(i, 0) = C(i, r, q
2(h−i)) and Nh(h − i, 0) =
B(h− i, 0) This Lemma follows. 
Lemma 4.4. We have
(4.12) A(a, 0, X) =
a∑
i=0
A(i, r, X)C(a− i, r, q−2aX).
Proof. By definition
A(h, r,X) =
∫
GLh(K)
φh(x)1
>r
h (xx)|xx|
h
FX
vK(x)dx
Let
(4.13) Pa(xx) = 1
>0
a (xx)|xx|
h
FX
vK(x).
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Apply Lemma 3.3, we can decompose (4.8) as
h∑
i=0
Mh(i, r)Nh(h− i, r).
Use the same notation O(xx), Q(xx) as in Lemma 3.3. With Pa(xx) in (4.13),Where
O(xx) = 1>0i (xx)|xx|
h
FX
vK(x)
∣∣∣∣1− xxxx
∣∣∣∣h−i
F
= 1>0i (xx)X
vK(x) |1− xx|h−iF |xx|
i.
and
Q(xx) = 1>0i (xx)|xx|
hXvK(x)|1− xx|iF = 1
>0
i (xx)(q
−2hX)vK(x)|1− xx|i−hF
Note that 1>0h (x) = 1 implies |1−xx|F = 1. This impliesMh(i, r) = A(i, r, X) andNh(h−i, r) =
C(h− i, r, q−2hX) This Lemma follows. 
The previous calculation showed that it is enough to know the formula for A(a, r,X). Let
F (a,X) =
∫
GLa(K)
1[x ∈ gla(OK)]X
vK(x)|xx|aFdx.
Lemma 4.5. We have
F (a,X) =
a∏
i=1
1
1− q−2iX
.
Proof. By Iwasawa Decomposition, let Γ be the set of upper triangular matrices, we can decompose
x = pt where p ∈ Γ and t ∈ GLa(OK). Let dp be the Left Haar measure and dt the right Haar
measure, then dx = dpdt. Since x ∈ gla(OK) if and only if p ∈ gla(OK), vK(t) = 0, We can write
F (a,X) =
∫
Γ
1[p ∈ gla(OK)]X
vK(p)|pp|aFdp.
Let Λ be the group of diagonal matrix and U the set of unipotent matrices. Decompose p = δu
where δ ∈ Λ and u ∈ U . Note that vK(u) = 0,
F (a,X) =
∫
Λ
f(δ)|δ|aXvK(δ)dδ.
Where
f(δ) =
∫
U
1[δu ∈ gla(OK)]du
Let δ11, · · · , δaa ∈ K be diagonal entries of δ, uij the entry of u in i’th row and j’th column.
δu ∈ gla(OK) is equivalent to that uij ∈ δ
−1
ii OK . Therefore
f(δ) =
a∏
i=1
a∏
j=i+1
∫
K
1[uij ∈ δ
−1
ii OK ]duij =
a∏
i=1
a∏
j=i+1
|δii|
−1 =
a∏
i=1
|δii|
i−a
Therefore,
F (a,X) =
∫
Λ∩gla(OK)
a∏
i=1
|δii|
i−a|δii|
aXvK(δii)dδ
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This equals to
F (a,X) =
a∏
i=1
∫
OK
(q−2iX)vK(δii)dδii =
a∏
i=1
1
1− q−2iX
.
The Lemma follows. 
Lemma 4.6. We have
A(a, 0, X) = q−2aX
a∏
i=1
1
1− q−2iX
.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we write
F (a,X) =
a∑
i=0
∫
GLi×GLa−i(K)
Hi(x1, x2)1
>0
a (x1x1)1
≤0
a−i(x2x2)|x1|
a|x2|
hdx1dx2,
where
Hi(x1, x2) =
∫
Mi×a−i(K)
1glh(OK)
(
x1 y
x2
)
dy = 1gli(OK )(x1)1glh−i(OK)(x2).
Therefore,
F (a,X) =
a∑
i=0
∫
gli(OK)
1
>0
a (x1x1)|x1|
adx1
∫
gln(OF )
1
≤0(x2x2)|x2|
hdx2.
Note that the right factor in each summand is 1. By Proposition 2.8 we have 1>0a (x1x1)1[x1 ∈
gln(OK)] = 1
>0
a (x1x1)φa(x1). This implies
F (a,X) =
a∑
i=0
A(i, 0, X).
So A(a, 0, X) = F (a,X)−F (a− 1, X). This Lemma follows by the formula in Lemma 4.5. 
Lemma 4.7. For any n, r, the function A(n, r,X) is a meromorphic function with poles at X =
q2, q4, · · · , q2n. Let a(n, r, q2m) be the residual of −q−2mA(n, r,X) at X = q2m. Then we have
(4.14) A(n, r,X) =
n∑
i=1
a(n, r, q2i)(q−2iX)⌈
nr
2 ⌉
1− q−2iX
here ⌈r⌉ means the smallest integer larger than r.
Proof. We call the order of pole at infinity the degree. By Lemma 4.4, we have
A(n, r,X) = A(n, 0, X)−
n−1∑
i=0
A(i, r, X)C(n− i, r, q−2nX).
First we claim the degree of A(a, r,X) is at most
⌈
nr
2
⌉
− 1. We prove by induction, when n = 0,
A(n, r,X) = 1 has degree 0 = ⌈0⌉ − 1. By Lemma 4.6, the degree of A(n, 0, X) is at most 0. For
each summand A(i, r, X)C(n− i, r, q−2nX), the degree of C(n− i, r, q−2nX) is at most ⌊ (n−i)r
2
⌋,
the symbol ⌊r⌋ means the largest integer no larger than r. By induction, the degree of A(i, r, X) is
at most
⌈
ir
2
⌉
− 1. Therefore, the degree of each summand is at most⌊
(n− i)r
2
⌋
+
⌈
ir
2
⌉
− 1 ≤
⌈nr
2
⌉
− 1
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We proved our claim for the degree of A(a, r,X), therefore, it could be writen as
A(n, r,X) =
n∑
i=1
a(n, r, q2i)(q−2iX)⌈
nr
2 ⌉
1− q−2iX
+ P (X)
for some polynomial P (X) of degree at most
⌈
nr
2
⌉
− 1. Since by definition of A(n, r,X), the
coefficient forXj must be 0 if j < nr
2
. This provesP (X) = 0, and clear each coefficient a(n, r, q2i)
is the residual of −q−2iA(n, r,X) at X = q2i. 
Corollary 4.8. We have
(4.15) q2m−2n
n∏
i=1
i 6=m
1
1− q2m−2i
=
n∑
i=m
a(i, r, q2m)C(n− i, r, q2m−2n).
Proof. Multiplying equation (4.12) by 1− q−2mX and evaluating at X = q2m. By equation (4.14)
and Leamma 4.6, the Corollary follows. 
5. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR INTERSECTION NUMBER
This section gives an independent algorithm for intersection numbers for the case of h prime
and r is not an integer, we neglect r in the notation and use the following notation.
C[n,m] = C(n, r, q−2m) a[n,m] = a(n, qm) A[n,m] = A(n, r, qm) B[n] = B(n, r).
Let a˜[n,m], A˜[n,m] B˜[n] be the numbers for r = 0. We can rewrite our formula into
(5.1) a[n, n−m] = a˜[n, n−m]−
m∑
i=1
C[i,m]a[n− i, n−m] for 0 ≤ m < n
(5.2) A[n, n−m] =
n−1∑
i=0
a[n, n− i]
q2(i−m)⌈
nr
2 ⌉
1 − q2(i−m)
form ≥ n
(5.3) C[n,m] = A˜[n, n−m]−
n−1∑
i=0
C[i,m]A[n− i, n−m] for m ≥ n
(5.4) B˜[a] =
a∏
i=1
1− q1−2i
1− q−2i
−
a∑
i=1
A˜[i, 0]B˜[a− i]
(5.5) B[a] =
a∑
i=0
B˜[a− i]C[i, i− a].
With all above equations, the intersection formula is given by
(5.6) N(r) =
h∑
a=0
qrhaA[a, 0]B[h− a].
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5.1. Computation for h = 2. We use this machinery to Compute the Intersection number for
h = 2. Note that by Lemma 4.6, we have
(5.7) a˜[n, n−m] = q−2m
n−1∏
i=0
i 6=m
1
1− q−2(m−i)
Furthermore, by (5.1) we have a˜[n, n] = a[n, n] for any n. Firstly, we have
a[1, 1] = a˜[1, 1] = 1
Therefore by Equation (5.2)
A[1, 1−m] =
q−2m⌈
r
2⌉
1− q−2m
Plug inm = −1 andm = 1, we have
(5.8) A[1, 2] =
−q−2+2⌈
r
2⌉
1− q−2
A[1, 0] =
q−2⌈
r
2⌉
1− q−2
A˜[1, 0] =
q−2
1− q−2
.
Use Equation (5.3) and note C[0, m] = 1 for anym, we have
C[1, m] = A˜[1, 1−m]−A[1, 1−m] =
q−2m
1− q−2m
−
q−2m⌈
r
2⌉
1− q−2m
Evaluating this expression atm = 0 andm = 1, we have
(5.9) C[1, 1] =
q−2 − q−2⌈
r
2⌉
1− q−2
; C[1, 0] =
⌈r
2
⌉
− 1; C[1,−1] =
q2⌈
r
2⌉−2 − 1
1− q−2
So C(1, r, 1) =
⌈
r
2
⌉
− 1. Continue the same process. By (5.1) we have
a[2, 2] = a˜[2, 2] =
−q−2
1− q−2
Continue using (5.7) calculating a˜[2, 1]We see
a˜[2, 1] =
q−2
1− q−2
By (5.1), we have
a[2, 1] = a˜[2, 1]− C[1, 1]a[1, 1] =
q−2⌈
r
2⌉
1− q−2
Again apply (5.2) we have
(5.10) A[2, 2−m] =
−q−2−2m⌈r⌉
(1− q−2)(1− q−2m)
+
q−2⌈
r
2⌉+2(1−m)⌈r⌉
(1− q−2)(1− q−2(m−1))
Letm = 2, we have
(5.11) A[2, 0] =
−q−2−4⌈r⌉
(1− q−2)(1− q−4)
+
q−2⌈
r
2⌉−2⌈r⌉
(1− q−2)2
By Formula (5.3),
(5.12) C[2, m] = A˜[2, 2−m]− A[2, 2−m]− C[1, m]A[1, 2−m]
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From (5.9) and (5.8), we already know C[1, 0]A[1, 2] =
(
1−
⌈
r
2
⌉)
q−2+2⌈
r
2 ⌉
1−q−2
, therefore move this
term to left and evaluating (5.12) atm = 0 we have
(5.13) C[2, 0] +
(
1−
⌈r
2
⌉) q−2+2⌈ r2⌉
1− q−2
=
q−2−2m⌈r⌉ − q−2−2m
(1− q−2)(1− q−2m)
∣∣∣∣
m=0
+
q−2−2⌈
r
2⌉+2⌈r⌉ − q−2
(1− q−2)2
Apply L’Hospital rule we have calculated out C(2, r, 1)
C[2, 0] =
q−2−2⌈
r
2⌉+2⌈r⌉ − q−4
(1− q−2)2
+
(⌈
r
2
⌉
− 1
)
q2⌈
r
2⌉−2 − ⌈r⌉ q−2
1− q−2
Now we calculate B˜[1], by formula (5.4),
B˜[1] =
1− q−1
1− q−2
− A˜[1, 0] =
1− q−1 − q−2
1− q−2
.
Now we are ready to calculate B[1] by formula (5.5). Note C[1, 0] =
⌈
r
2
⌉
− 1, so
B[1] = B(1, 0) + C[1, 0] =
−q−1
1− q−2
+
⌈r
2
⌉
.
To compute B˜[2], by formula (4.7),
B˜[2] =
(1− q−1)(1− q−3)
(1− q−2)(1− q−4)
− B˜[1]A˜[1, 0]− A˜[2, 0].
we have
B˜[2] =
q−3 − q−2
(1− q−2)2
+
q−6 − q−3 + 1− q−1 + q−4
(1− q−2)(1− q−4)
By formula (4.10),
B[2] = B˜[2] + C[1,−1]B˜[1] + C[2, 0]
By computation, this value equals to
q−2−2⌈
r
2⌉+2⌈r⌉
(1− q−2)2
+
⌈r
2
⌉ q2⌈ r2⌉−2
1− q−2
−
q2⌈
r
2⌉−2
1− q−2
− ⌈r⌉
q−2
1− q−2
−
q−6
(1− q−2)(1− q−4)
+(q2⌈
r
2⌉−2 − q−2)
(1− q−1 − q−2)
(1− q−2)2
.
By our formula (4.4), the intersection number equals to
N(r) = q4rA[2, 0] + q2rA[1, 0]B[1] +B[2].
This equals to
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q−2−2⌈
r
2⌉+2⌈r⌉
(1− q−2)2
+
(⌈r
2
⌉
− 1
) q2⌈ r2⌉−2
1− q−2
− ⌈r⌉
q−2
1− q−2
−
q−6
(1− q−2)(1− q−4)
+ (q2⌈
r
2⌉−2 − q−2)
(1− q−1 − q−2)
(1− q−2)2
+
⌈
r
2
⌉
q−2⌈
r
2⌉+2r
1− q−2
−
q−1−2⌈
r
2⌉+2r
(1− q−2)2
+
−q−2−4⌈r⌉+4r
(1− q−2)(1− q−4)
+
q−2⌈
r
2⌉−2⌈r⌉+4r
(1− q−2)2
.
Since we have 2r − 2 ⌈r⌉ = −1, so the intersection formula is simplified to
N(r) =
q−2−2⌈
r
2⌉+2⌈r⌉ − q−4
(1− q−2)2
+
(⌈r
2
⌉
− 1
) q2⌈ r2⌉−2
1− q−2
− ⌈r⌉
q−2
1− q−2
+(q2⌈
r
2⌉−2 − q−2)
(1− q−1 − q−2)
(1− q−2)2
+
⌈
r
2
⌉
q−2⌈
r
2⌉+2r
1− q−2
.
(5.14)
We found N(1
2
) = 1 and N(3
2
) = q + 2. Furthermore, we compute
N(r + 2)−N(r) =
q−2⌈
r
2⌉+2⌈r⌉
(1− q−2)
+
(⌈r
2
⌉
− 1
)
q2⌈
r
2⌉ +
q2⌈
r
2⌉
1− q−2
− 2
q−2
1− q−2
+q2⌈
r
2⌉ (1− q
−1 − q−2)
1− q−2
+
⌈r
2
⌉
q−2⌈
r
2⌉+2r+2 +
q−2⌈
r
2⌉+2r+2
1− q−2
.
(5.15)
Note that 2 ⌈r⌉ = 2r + 1. Simplify this equation, we may write N(r + 2)−N(r) as
(5.16) q−2⌈
r
2⌉+2⌈r⌉+1
(
1
1− q−1
+
⌈r
2
⌉)
+ q2⌈
r
2⌉
(⌈r
2
⌉
−
1
1− q−1
)
+
2(1− q2⌈
r
2⌉+2)
1− q2
6. THE ANALYTIC SIDE
In this section, we compute the analytic side of the formula we write OrbL(f, g, s) in (1.1) as
OrbL(f, g, s) =
∫
Hh×Hh/I(g)
f(v−1gu)ηE/L(u)[vu]
sdvdu.
Here we alleviate notation to use [u] denote |uu−1|F . We use the same notation as in Section §2.
We can assume
g =
(
1 g#
g# 1
)
u =
(
u+
u+
)
v =
(
v+
v+
)
Therefore by change of varible v+ 7→ u+v+ we can write OrbF (f, g, s) as∫
Hh×Hh/I(g)
f
((
v+
v+
)−1(
u+
u+
)−1(
1 g#
g# 1
)(
u+
u+
))
ηE/L(u)[v]
s[u]2sdu+du+dv+dv+.
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Let
(6.1) φs(g#) =
∫
GLh(L)
f
((
g
g
)(
1 g#
g# 1
))
[g]sdg
be the function as defined similarly in (2.6), we can write OrbF (f, g, s) as∫
GLh(L)/C(g#)
φs(g
−1g#g)ηE/L(g)[g]
2sdgdg.
Here C(g#) is the set of elements g so that g#g = gg#. In our application we assume f is the
characteristic function of GL2h(OF ). Since we assumed the characteristic polynomial of g# is pγ ,
all eigenvalues of g# has valuation large than 0 so 1
>0
h (g#g#) = 1, apply Lemma 2.8, we have
φs(g#) 6= 0 ⇐⇒ g# ∈ glh(OL).
So the integrand in (6.1) not vanish only when g ∈ GLh(OL), this makes [g]
s = 1 and therefore
φs(g#) = φ0(g#), we denote them as φ(g#) since then its definition is the same as (2.6). In this
case
φ(g#) = 1glh(OL)(g#).
We can write OrbL(f, g, s) as
OrbL(f, g, s) =
∫
GLh(L)/C(g#)
1glh(OL)
(
u−1g#u
)
ηE/L(u)[u]
2sdudu.
Note that the above formula is true for every qudratic etale extensions E/L, L/F when f is the
characteristic function of GLh(OF ) and 1
>0
h (g#) = 1. To continue our compultation, we have to
specialize to the case L = F × F and E = K ×K. In this case, we write
D = u−1g#u dudu = dDdu.
So
DD = u−1g#g#u =⇒ D = D
−1u−1g#g#u.
For any elements • over F × F , we use •′ to denote its first component therefore •′ is its second
component. We haveD ∈ glh(OL) if and only if
D′ ∈ glh(OF ) andD
′ ∈ glh(OF ).
Furthermore
ηE/L(u) = ηK/F (u
′)ηK/F (u
′) = ηK/F (D)ηK/F (g#).
[u] = |u′u
′−1| = |D−1||g#|
From now on, we will use • and • to denote •′ and •′, we could write OrbL(f, g, s) as
(6.2) |g#|
sηK/F (g#)
∫
GLh(F×F )
C(g#g#)
1glh(OF )(D)1glh(OF )(D
−1u−1g#gu)ηK/F (D)|D|
−2sdDdu.
C(g#g#) is the centralizer of g#g#. To simplify the function, we remind there is an injective
C-algebra homorphism
H −→ C(X1, · · · , Xh)
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from the spherical Hecke algebra H of GLh(F ) to a fraction field of certain polynomial ring
over C. The target is choosen intentionally so that we can extend this map to 1glh(OF ). For any
unramified character χ : F −→ C, we define
χ1glh(OF )(g) := 1[g ∈ glh(OF )]χ(det(g)).
Proposition 6.1. Under Satake transform, we have
S
[
χ1glh(OF )
]
=
h∏
j=1
1
1− χ(pi)q
h−1
2 Xj
Proof. For any Laurent series P of h-varibles over C, if
P (x1, · · · , xh) =
∑
I=(i1,···ih)∈Zh
bIx
i1
1 · · ·x
ih
h
let a = (a1, a2, · · · , ah) denote the diagonal matrix with entries a1, · · · , ah, we define
P (a) :=
∑
I=(i1,···ih)∈Zh
bI1
[
|a1| = q
−i1
]
· · ·1
[
|ah| = q
−ih
]
.
Then the Satake transformation S[f ] is defined by a polynomial so that
S[f ](a) =
∣∣∣ah−121 ah−322 · · ·a 1−h2h ∣∣∣ ∫
U
f(au)du.
If f(g) = 1[g ∈ glh(OF )]χ(det(g)), we can compute the value of this integral
S[f ](a) =
h∏
i=1
χ(ai)|ai|
1−h
2
1[ai ∈ OF ].
Therefore we can write
S[f ](a) =
∑
I=(i1,···ih)∈Z
h
≥0
h∏
j=1
χ(pi)ijq(
h−1
2 )ij
1
[
|aj| = q
−ij
]
.
This implies
S[f ] =
∑
I=(i1,···ih)∈Z
h
≥0
h∏
j=1
χ(pi)ijqij
h−1
2 X
ij
j =
h∏
j=1
1
1− χ(pi)q
h−1
2 Xj
.
The Proposition follows. 
Let
B(x) =
∫
GLh(F )
1glh(OF )(D)1glh(OF )(D
−1x)ηK/F (D)|D|
−2s
F dD.
ThenB is the convolution of the function 1glh(OF ) and ηL/F | • |
−2s
F 1glh(OF ). By Proposition 6.1, and
note that ηK/F (pi), we know the satake transform of B
S[B] =
h∏
j=1
1(
1− q
h−1
2 Xj
)(
1 + q2s+
h−1
2 Xj
)
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For our future use, we denote the first two terms of Talor expansion of B by
B = B0 +B1s+O(s
2)
we have
(6.3) S[B0] = S[B]|s=0 =
h∏
j=1
1
1− qh−1X2j
With B we can write (6.2) as
(6.4) OrbL(f, g, s) = |g#|
sηK/F (g#)
∫
GLh(F )
C(g#g#)
B(u−1g#g#u)du.
Lemma 6.2. If the invariant polynomial of g is Pγ , then
OrbL(f, g, 0) = 0
Proof. Invariant polynomial being Pγ implies det(g#g#) has odd valuation, the power series B0
vanishes in odd degrees, therefore, we have
1
[
| det(g)|F = q
k and k is odd
]
×B0(g) = 0.
Since all elements in the conjugacy class of g# has same determinant with g#, the function B0
vanishes on whole orbits. 
For derivative of this orbital integral, by Lebnitz Rule and equation (6.4),
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
OrbL(f, g, s) = ln |g#|OrbL(f, g, 0) + ηK/F (g#)
∫
GLh(F )
C(g#g#)
B1(u
−1g#g#u)du.
Now let x = g#g# so the characteristic polynomial of x is pγ therefore | det(x)|F = q
−2r. So
N˜(r) := (2 ln q)−1
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
OrbL(f, g, s) = −
∫
GLh(F )
C(x)
B1(u
−1xu)du.
Our goal is N˜(r) = N(r). We specialize to h = 2, then 2r = vF (det(x)) is an odd integer. Let
B
deg=2r
1 (g) := 1
[
| det(g)|F = q
−2r
]
×B1(g)
The degree 2r term of S [B] is the degree 2r term of(
1− q
1
2X1
)−1 (
1 + q2s+
1
2X1
)−1 (
1− q
1
2X2
)−1 (
1 + q2s+
1
2X2
)−1
The degree 2r term is sum of all possible degree 2r product of chossing an elements from each
{(q
1
2X1)
n}∞n=0, {(−q
1
2
+2sX1)
n}∞n=0, {(q
1
2X2)
n}∞n=0, {(−q
1
2
+2sX2)
n}∞n=0.
Therefore
S
[
B
deg=r
]
= qr
2r∑
n=0
(
m∑
j=0
(−1)jq2js
)
Xm1
(
n−m∑
j=0
(−1)jq2js
)
Xn−m2 .
Taking derivative and evaluate at s = 0, we have
(6.5) S
[
B
deg=2r
1
]
= −2qr ln q
2r∑
i=0
int
(
i+ 1
2
, r +
1− i
2
)
X i1X
2r−i
2 .
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Here int( i+1
2
, r + 1−i
2
) takes out the unique integer out of the two. We can write it into
S
[
B
deg=2r
1
]
= −2qr ln q
2r−1
2∑
i=0
int
(
i+ 1
2
, r +
1− i
2
)(
X i1X
2r−i
2 +X
2r−i
1 X
i
2
)
.
Let C
deg=2r
i be an element in Spherical Hecke Algebra such that
S
[
C
deg=2r
i
]
= qr
(
X i1X
2r−i
2 +X
2r−i
1 X
i
2
)
.
Note that for any n ∈ Z≥0
C
deg=2n
n (g) = q
n
Rn
2r∑
i=0
C
deg=n
i (g) = Tn,
where
Rn := 1[g ∈ pi
nGL2(OK)] Tn := 1
[
g ∈ gl2(OK), | det(g)|F = q
−n
]
.
Therefore, if i > r we can write Cdeg=2ri as
C
deg=2r
i (g) = q
i
Ri ∗ T2r−2i(g)− q
i+1
Ri+1 ∗ T2r−2i−2(g),
where the symbol ∗ means convolution. Note that
Ri ∗ T2r−2i(g) = T2r−2i(pi
−ig),
Therefore we have∫
GL2(F )
C(x)
C
deg=2r
i (u
−1xu)du = qi
∫
GL2(F )
C(x)
T2r−2i(pi
−iu−1xu)du−qi+1
∫
GL2(F )
C(x)
T2r−2i−2(pi
−i−1u−1xu)du.
The orbital integral was calculated in Page 411 of [Kot05] when | det(x)|F = q
−2r with an odd
integer 2r, then ∫
GL2(F )
C(x)
T2r(u
−1xu)du =
q
2r+1
2 − 1
q − 1
.
Therefore ∫
GL2(F )
C(x)
C
deg=2r
i (u
−1xu)du =
q
2r+1
2 − qi
q − 1
−
q
2r+1
2 − qi+1
q − 1
= qi.
By equation (6.5), we found the left hand side of equation (1.2) can be written by
(6.6)
−
1
2 ln q
∫
GL2(F )
C(x)
B
deg=2r
1 (u
−1xu)du =

2r−1
4∑
i=1
iq2i−1 +
2r−1
4∑
i=0
(
2r + 1
2
− i
)
q2i 2r ≡ 1 mod 4
2r+1
4∑
i=1
iq2i−1 +
2r−3
4∑
i=0
(
2r + 1
2
− i
)
q2i 2r ≡ 3 mod 4
Denote this formula by N˜ (r). This formula can be uniformly written as
N˜(r) =
⌈ r2⌉−1∑
i=0
(⌈r⌉ − i) q2i +
⌈r⌉−⌈ r2⌉∑
i=1
iq2i−1
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Therefore
N˜(r + 2)− N˜(r) =
⌈ r2⌉−1∑
i=0
2q2i +
(
⌈r⌉+ 2−
⌈r
2
⌉)
q2⌈
r
2⌉ +
(
⌈r⌉ −
⌈r
2
⌉
+ 1
)
q2⌈r⌉−2⌈
r
2⌉+1
So N˜(r + 2)− N˜(r) equals to
(6.7) 2
1− q2⌈
r
2⌉
1− q2
+
(
⌈r⌉+ 2−
⌈r
2
⌉)
q2⌈
r
2⌉ +
(
⌈r⌉ −
⌈r
2
⌉
+ 1
)
q2⌈r⌉−2⌈
r
2⌉+1
Note that for a = 0 or a = 1, we have an identity
(6.8) − (q−a+1 + qa)a =
q−a − qa
1− q−1
For any r ∈ 1
2
Z, we have
2
⌈r
2
⌉
− ⌈r⌉ = 1 or 0
Therefore, with the equation (6.8), we have
(6.9) q⌈r⌉(q−2⌈
r
2⌉+⌈r⌉+1 + q2⌈
r
2⌉−⌈r⌉)
(
2
⌈r
2
⌉
− ⌈r⌉
)
+ q⌈r⌉
q−2⌈
r
2⌉+⌈r⌉ − q2⌈
r
2⌉−⌈r⌉
1− q−1
= 0
Add (6.9) to (6.7), we can write N˜(r + 2)− N˜(r) as
q−2⌈
r
2⌉+2⌈r⌉+1
(
1
1− q−1
+
⌈r
2
⌉)
+ q2⌈
r
2⌉
(⌈r
2
⌉
−
1
1− q−1
)
+
2
(
1− q2⌈
r
2⌉+2
)
1− q2
.
Note that this is exactly the same as (5.16). And also N˜(1
2
) = 1 = N(1
2
), N˜(3
2
) = 2 + q = N(3
2
).
Therefore we proved the Arithmetic Fundamental Lemma for unit Hecke function in h = 2.
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